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The use of assimilation tools for satellite validation requires true estimates of the accuracy of the reference
data. Since its inception, the Network for Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC) has provided systematic
lidar measurements of ozone and temperature at several places around the world that are well adapted for
satellite validations. Regular exercises have been organised to ensure the data quality at each individual site.
These exercises can be separated into three categories: large scale intercomparisons using multiple instruments,
including a mobile lidar; using satellite observations as a geographic transfer standards to compare
measurements at different sites; and comparative investigations of the analysis software. NDSC is a research
network, so each system has its own history, design, and analysis, and has participated differently in validation
campaigns. There are still some technological differences that may explain different accuracies. However, the
comparison campaigns performed over the last decade have always proved to be very helpful in improving the
measurements. To date, more efforts have been devoted to characterising ozone measurements than to
temperature observations. The synthesis of the published works shows that the network can potentially be
considered as homogeneous within ¡2% between 20–35 km for ozone and ¡1 K between 35–60 km for
temperature. Outside this altitude range, larger biases are reported and more efforts are required. In the lower
stratosphere, Raman channels seem to improve comparisons but such capabilities were not systematically
compared. At the top of the profiles, more investigations on analysis methodologies are still probably needed.
SAGE II and GOMOS appear to be excellent tools for future ozone lidar validations but need to be better
coordinated and take more advantage of assimilation tools. Also, temperature validations face major difficulties
caused by atmospheric tides and therefore require intercomparisons with the mobile systems, at all sites.
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1. Introduction
The idea to establish a network of high-quality remotesounding research stations to observe and understand anthropogenic changes in the stratosphere was first discussed at a
workshop in 1986. The result was the development of the
international Network for the Detection of Stratospheric
Change (NDSC). The initial goals of the network1 were to
make the earliest possible identification of changes in the
stratospheric ozone layer and related parameters, to study the
variability of the stratosphere, to provide an independent
calibration and validation of satellite sensors, and to provide

data to test and improve multi-dimensional atmospheric
chemical and dynamical models. These goals were subsequently
expanded to include establishing the links between changes in
stratospheric ozone, UV radiation at the ground, tropospheric
chemistry, and climate. To meet such objectives, the quality of
the data is one of the key issues and a major challenge the
NDSC had to face.
While traditional methods such as balloon soundings and
Dobson observations that have so far provided the longest data
series were included in the NDSC, new instruments were
qualified on the basis of being remote sensors, capable of
continuous long-term field operation with the best accuracies.
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Lidar methods, having the required precision and range
resolution, were proposed to be used for ozone, temperature
and aerosol profile measurements. Lidar systems are also good
candidates for atmospheric monitoring because they have low
manpower requirements and modest maintenance costs. To
provide the optimum latitude coverage within the obvious
constraints of quality, funds and resources, it was proposed
that the network would consist of 5–7 primary stations fully
equipped with all the NDSC-defined instruments: polar, midlatitude, and tropical stations in both hemispheres, plus an
equatorial station. Depending on specific site characteristics
such as geography, orography or meteorology, a composite
station may be formed with individual or a limited group of
instruments at different sites within a given latitudinal or
regional zone. Some complementary sites and mobile instruments are also associated with this network to expand the
geographic coverage.
Considering the aims of this network, homogeneity of the
data quality is required on both the temporal scale, for
individual instruments, and on the horizontal scale over all the
instruments involved in the network measuring the same
geophysical quantity. The main limitations for trend detection,
in addition to the natural variability, are temporal discontinuities.2 An instrumental bias that remains unchanged is not
in theory a limitation for trend quantification. However,
instrumental changes cannot be avoided with ground-based
instruments running on a quasi-daily basis spanning decades.
So instrumental drifts are always possible and are in fact a
severe limitation for the investigations of long-term change. It
also appears that the altitude locations of bias and instrumental
drifts are often correlated.
For satellite validation, horizontal homogeneity of the
correlative measurements is required in order to be able to
quantify possible latitudinal bias of the instrument in space.
The NDSC instruments are all research prototypes and have
some differences in their design and final capabilities.
Systematic differences that are of particular relevance for
data quality must be detected, critically analyzed, and ruled
out. The Steering Committee of the NDSC has therefore
proposed to use, when and wherever possible, a mobile system
alternately visiting the different stations of the network.1 Since
ozone and temperature trends are expected to be small
compared to the natural variability (around 10% and 1 K
per decade respectively), the investigation of potential bias is
more crucial than for stratospheric aerosol lidar measurements,
where variability is mainly dominated by huge events such as
volcanic eruptions or ice clouds in polar regions. For this
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reason, up to now, more effort has been expended on
intercomparison campaigns for ozone and temperature profiles. Since the official inception of the network in 1991, several
campaigns have been organized employing the NASA/
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) mobile lidar. However,
comparisons with the mobile lidar are not the only way to
determine the quality of the data and other techniques have
been investigated simultaneously in some campaigns, or more
routinely at some sites. Comparisons with co-located radiosondes, or microwave radiometers are often performed, and
also with close-by satellite measurements. There is no absolute
reference instrument and the individual capabilities, and the
network homogeneity, cannot be assured or quantified without
undertaking all the NDSC validation exercises. Instruments
launched into space are continually improving and their
capabilities are close to what is obtainable from the ground
in terms of sensitivity. Validation using ground-based instruments is therefore pushed to the limit. The use of assimilation
allows, in theory, freedom from most of the possible
discrepancies induced by geophysical causes and non-perfect
spatio-temporal coincidences. However, some weighting of the
data input to the model needs to be decided. The use of the
reference data requires provision of standard values for bias
and noise. After 10 years of operation, a first review of the
validation exercises using NDSC ozone and temperature lidar
is presented.

2. Description of the instruments
Atmospheric ozone profiles up to 45–50 km can be measured
using the DIfferential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) technique,
which requires two laser beams in the UV spectral region.3 The
basic principle is to transmit two short laser pulses vertically
into the atmosphere, one having a wavelength in an absorption
band of ozone and the other not absorbed (or not so strongly
absorbed) by ozone that can be used as reference. The ozone
number density can then be retrieved from the difference in
slope between the absorbed and non-absorbed lidar returns.
Following major volcanic eruptions, it is necessary to avoid
corruption of the backscattered signal caused by enhanced
aerosols, and nitrogen Raman scattering can be used with the
DIAL principle to derive ozone in the lower stratosphere under
these conditions.4 On average, the ozone measurement
precision achieved by NDSC lidars is around 1% up to 30 km
2–5% at 40 km and 5–25% at 50 km.
Temperature profiles can be derived from Rayleigh scattering5 by assuming the atmosphere follows the ideal gas law and
is in hydrostatic equilibrium. Temperatures are typically
measured from 30 to around 80 km where atmosphere is not
polluted by the presence of aerosols. Temperature profiles can
be derived with better than 1 K precision from 30 to 70 km.
Above 70 km, the temperature uncertainty increases rapidly
with altitude due to photon counting uncertainties.
Basically, two type of lidar can be found.
(1) DIAL systems designed primarily for ozone density
profiles operating at UV wavelengths and which can also
measure temperature using the non-absorbed channel(s).
(2) Backscatter lidars that use a single wavelength are
specifically used for temperature retrieval and can be based on
visible or UV wavelengths. While the efficiency compared to
DIAL is not entirely obvious, some groups using a temperature
specific lidar system have chosen to use the second harmonic of
the Nd:YAG laser, probably because the visible wavelength is
somewhat easier to manage compared to UV, although tripled
Nd:YAG and XeF lasers are also used.
In the presence of aerosols, Raman techniques can be used to
extend the temperature profile downward.6 However, the lidar
signal is directly affected by the aerosol attenuation and so can
only be used for low to moderate aerosol loading. Alternative
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techniques, using the temperature dependence of the rotational–vibrational Raman spectrum, have also been investigated. However, the need for calibration limits the application
of such a method for long-term monitoring. No specific actions
have been planned within the NDSC on this issue and the lidar
community continues to perform further investigations.
The main differences between the lidars involved in the
NDSC are the size of their receiver telescope and their laser
power, i.e., power–aperture product. However, these differences do not significantly affect the derivation methodology
and their main effect is on the level of the counting noise that
only restricts the altitude range of the measurement or the
integration time for a given accuracy. Many variations in the
actual lidar implementations can be noted, which can explain
the differences observed between the various lidars involved in
the NDSC. One difference is in the methods used to increase
the dynamic range of the measurements. Usually, several
channels with different sensitivity are set up and used
simultaneously. To achieve this goal several technical solutions
can be found and different signal processing methods have
been reported to combine signals to provide a single profile
through the entire stratosphere. The signal background levels
also tend to be specific to a particular instrument design as is
the way this is treated in the data analysis. The background
noise level and the signal-induced-noise (SIN), which is due to
the large initial burst of laser energy and the noise memory of
the photomultiplier, can be mitigated with specific designs and
analyses. The initialization of the temperature profile is
strongly dependent on the lidar power and the methodology.
The presence of aerosols, the filtering, or the alignment between
the laser and the receiver field-of-view, are also some issues that
have been resolved or at least investigated differently by each
group.
It is difficult a priori to design an ideal lidar system for a
long-term observations, accuracy, and reliability. In theory,
most of the NDSC systems provide adequate designs and
analyses to take care of all the well-known limitations
mentioned previously. Ultimately, cross-validations or intercomparisons appear to be the only way to determine the quality
of the different lidar systems. All the ozone and temperature
lidars participating in the NDSC are listed in Table 1.

However, in this section only lidars that have participated in
NDSC sanctioned validation exercises are reported. Technical
details can be found in specific publications referenced later.
The locations of the NDSC sites extend all over the latitudes
from 80uN to 78uS. Teams directly involved, reveal the large
international community that concerns many countries all
around the world (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Norway, South Korea, The Netherlands, USA).
The GSFC stratospheric ozone lidar was developed by McGee
et al.7 as a mobile system to serve as a geographical transfer
reference from one site to another. This instrument began
development with funding from the NASA Upper Atmosphere
Program in 1985 and has been a participant in the NDSC since its
inception. This lidar is housed in a 45’ trailer allowing for
transport around the world. The absorbed wavelength is
provided by a XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm and the nonabsorbed wavelength at 351 nm from a XeF excimer laser (more
recently changed to 355 nm from Nd:YAG third harmonic).
Spectral separation is accomplished using beamsplitters and
interference filters. Each of the elastically scattered signals is
further split to improve the dynamic range; roughly 2–5% is used
to retrieve data in the lower stratosphere.8 The two nitrogen
Raman channels were added in late 1991 and tested at the first
inter-comparison campaign at the Observatory of HauteProvence (OHP) in summer 1992 just after the eruption of
Mount Pinatubo. This permits DIAL ozone retrieval in the
presence of enhanced particle concentrations.9 The temperature
profile is computed from the Rayleigh backscattering from the
non-absorbed wavelength down to 28 km and using the Raman
return down to y15 km when the atmosphere is relatively clean
of aerosols and described by Gross et al.10 This instrument was
used as the mobile reference and visits to many NDSC sites for
collocated comparisons (Table 2).
One of the longest ozone and temperature series using lidar is
available for OHP (43.9uN, 5.7uE). These two measurements
are performed with two distinct instruments located at OHP
that is part of the first NDSC site in the mid-northern
hemisphere: The Alpine station. The ozone DIAL system
operated by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS) used a XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm and the third
harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm, respectively, for the

Table 1 List of ozone and temperature lidars in operation in the framework of NDSCa

Site

Location

Measured parameters/PI

Team and laboratory

NDSC
operation
since

Station

O3, T/T. J. McGee
GSFC/NASA
1991
Mobile
O3/S. Pal
York University
1993
Arctic
O3, T/R. Neuber, O. Schrems
AWI
1991
Arctic
T/ G. Fiocco
Rome University
1991
Arctic
T/ J. Thayer
SRI
2002
Complementary
O3/G. Hansen
NILU
1995
Complementary
T/Hauchecorne
CNRS/SA
1993
Complementary
47.80uN, 11.02uE
O3, T/H. Claude
MOH
1987
Complementary
43.94uN, 5.71uE
O3/S. Godin
CNRS/SA
1991
Alpine
T/A. Hauchecorne
CNRS/SA
1991
Alpine
43.8uN, 79.5uW
O3, T/S. Pal
York University
1990
Complementary
37.2uN, 127.6uE
O3/C. H. Lee
Kyung Hee University
1992
Complementary
T/C. H. Lee
Kyung Hee University
1995
Complementary
36.05uN, 140.13uE
O3/H. Nakane
NIES
1991
Complementary
34.4uN, 117.7uW
O3, T/I. S. McDermid
JPL
1991
Complementary
19.54uN, 155.58uW
O3, T/I. S. McDermid
JPL
1993
Hawaii
T/ J. Barnes
NOAA-CMDL
1994
Hawaii
21.8uN, 55.5uE
T/H. Bencherif
La Reunion University
1994
Complementary
O3/ J. L. Baray
La Reunion University
2000
Complementary
Lauder
45.05uS, 169.68uE
O3, T/D. Swart
RIVM
1994
New Zealand
T/ Stefanutti
CNR/IROE
1994
New Zealand
DDU
66.67uS, 140.01uE
O3/S. Godin
CNRS/SA
1991
Antarctic
McMurdo
77.85uS, 166.70uE
T/A. Adriani
CNR/IFA
1991
Not NDSC
a
Instruments in bold have been compared with the mobile system. O3 and T refer respectively to ozone and temperature while PI mean principal investigator or the person responsible for the scientific data quality. See the acronym list for ‘‘Team and laboratory’’.
Mobile lidar
Eureka
Ny-Ålesund
Thule
Sondrestrom
ALOMAR DIAL
ALOMAR Backsc.
Hohenpeissenberg
OHP/DIAL
OHP Backscatter
Toronto
Suwon DIAL
Suwon Backscatter
Tsukuba
TMF
MLO DIAL
MLO Backscatter
La Reunion

—
80.05uN, 86.42uW
78.92uN, 11.93uE
76.53uN, 68.74uW
67.0uN, 50.9uW
69.3uN, 16.0uE
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Table 2 Intercomparison campaigns with the mobile GSFC lidar
involved
Campaign name

Location

Date

Informal
STOIC
OHP 92
OPAL
MLO3
STRAT
OTOIC
NAOMI

TMF California
TMF California
OHP France
Lauder New Zealand
MLO Hawaii
TMF California
OHP France
Ny-Ålesund Svalbard

Oct–Nov 1988
Jul–Aug 1989
Jul–Aug 1992
Apr 1995
Aug 1995–Feb 1996
Feb–Mar 1997
Jun–Jul 1997
Jan–Feb 1998

absorbed and the non-absorbed wavelengths. A multi-channel
monochromator separates the received wavelengths including
(as the GSFC system) Raman channels and low sensitivity
elastic channels. This instrument, redesigned in December
1993, follows a previous prototype that was in operation since
1986. This first instrument described by Godin et al.,11 had only
two channels, and two measurement sequences had to be made
sequentially with, respectively, the full and a reduced laser
power in order to cover the full 18–45 km altitude range.
The temperature is obtained with an independent instrument,
operating since 1984, using the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG
laser at 532 nm using a method described by Hauchecorne and
Chanin.5 Since its inception, this instrument has undergone
several modifications.12 Prior to 1991, the low sensitivity
channel was constructed similarly to the GSFC lidar system;
now a second independent smaller telescope is used to collect
the light from the lower altitudes. This configuration, described
by Keckhut et al.,12 has been preferred to check alignments
between the emitted beam and the receiver field-of-view. This
lidar was redesigned in September 1994 to increase the
receiving area and the vertical resolution, and to change the
computer and the analysis software. The signals from low and
high channels are first merged together before computing the
temperature profile. This method differs from most of the
DIAL users who derive temperature first and then merge
the geophysical quantities.
A complementary ozone DIAL lidar is located at Hohenpeissenberg (47.8uN, 11.0uE) and is closely associated with the
Alpine Station. This lidar system, in operation since the end of
1987, uses a setup very similar to that described by Werner
et al.,13 and Steinbrecht et al.14 One of the main differences to
the previous systems mentioned here is the use of a single XeCl
excimer laser to generate the absorbed wavelength at 308 nm
and a hydrogen Raman shifter for the reference wavelength at
353 nm. To extend the altitude range, the lidar is operated
successively in two modes. The first one dedicated to low
altitude inserts a neutral density filter, with a transmission of
5%, in front of the receiver. No filter is applied in the second
mode but raises the cut off altitude of the chopper to limit the
maximum count rate. Before the derivation of ozone and
temperature, both signals are merged with appropriate weights
to provide a continuous return signal similar to the OHP
temperature lidar analysis. The interactive determination of the
ratio between both the channels also provides a check for
counter linearity. The DIAL ozone data series has been
measured consistently without any changes in the instrument
parameters.
A similar wavelength generation, with a hydrogen Raman
cell, was used for the DIAL ozone system in operation at
Suwon in South Korea (37.2uN, 127.6uE). In addition to the
stratospheric system, a deuterium Raman cell, providing the
291 and 319 nm wavelengths, was also implemented for
extending ozone measurements throughout the whole troposphere by Park et al.15
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Table Mountain
Facility (TMF) in California (34.4uN, 117.7uW) acts as an
intercomparison and test research site for many of the NDSC
724
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primary instruments. For reasons of not duplicating a northern
mid-latitude primary site it was decided that this would also be
a complementary station. A DIAL system measuring both
ozone and temperature has been in routine operation since
1988 by McDermid et al.16 This is a very large power-aperture
lidar system (100 W/1 m) at a high altitude location (2300 m)
and measures ozone profiles to w50 km and temperature to
w90 km. It also uses an a XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm and
originally generated the reference wavelength at 353 nm by
stimulated Raman shifting in a hydrogen cell although this was
replaced by a tripled Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm in 2000. It was
also supplemented with a tropospheric ozone DIAL operating
at 289/299 nm by Raman shifting of a quadrupled Nd:YAG
laser in deuterium and hydrogen. This now allows ozone
profiles to be measured from 4 km to w50 km altitude. The
stratospheric ozone DIAL instrument has participated in many
ozone inter-comparisons and was the first prototype used by
JPL to design the system implemented at Hawaii. The GSFC
mobile lidar has, and continues, to undergo extensive testing
and intercomparison at TMF. In 1999 the entire TMF dataset
was reanalyzed by Leblanc et al.,17 using a new, improved
version of the analysis software.
An ozone DIAL system was also accepted as a complementary instrument at the National Institute for Environmental
Studies (NIES) in Tsukuba, Japan (36.1uN, 140.1uW) for ozone
and temperature measurements. The system is similar to the
GSFC lidar and operates 6 channels simultaneously.
The JPL team also operates a DIAL system at Mauna Loa
Observatory (19.5uN, 155.6uW) in Hawaii, since 1993. This
instrument is part of the northern tropical primary NDSC site.
Temperature, ozone, and aerosol profiles are derived with this
lidar using similar hardware and software to those used at
TMF. Two Raman channels have been implemented on this
system to avoid contamination by stratospheric aerosols.
Simultaneously with the relocation from a trailer to the
NDSC building, a new Nd:YAG laser was implemented in
April 2001. Also at MLO (Mauna Loa Observatory), the
longest aerosol lidar series has been obtained with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) backscatter lidar. Recently these data have also been used to
derive temperature profiles.
At Lauder, New Zealand (45.0uS, 169.7uE), the southern
hemisphere mid-latitude primary station of the NDSC, a DIAL
lidar was implemented and measurements started in 1994 by
the National Institute of Public Health and the Environment
(RIVM) of The Netherlands. Several changes in both its design
and software have been made by Brinksma et al.18 since its
inception. Altitude range and resolution were adjusted to better
take into account signal-induced-noise. Effects related to the
field-of-view and altitude offset, were also investigated. In the
analysis, improvements were made relating to the temperature
dependence of the Rayleigh extinction correction, and filtering.
In the southern hemisphere, CNRS and the University of La
Réunion (Laboratoire de Physique de l’Atmosphere) implemented a Rayleigh lidar for temperature measurements at La
Réunion Island (21.8uS, 55.5uW) in 1993. This instrument is very
similar to the OHP system and uses the same algorithm. This
instrument has also been enhanced with complementary channels
for tropospheric ozone, cirrus, temperature, and water vapor
measurements as described by Baray et al.19 A new DIAL ozone
lidar in a trailer built in collaboration between CNRS and the
university of Geneva was also installed in 2000. The design of this
lidar is also very close to the new OHP instrument.
There are several instruments operating in polar regions and
in the northern hemisphere, the primary site is called the Arctic
Station. Several sites located in the Arctic region compose this
station. An ozone DIAL system was in operation at Eureka,
Canada (80.1uN, 86.4uW) from 1993 to 2000. The design and
data analyses are similar to the system at Toronto, which was
operated by the same group. However, due to the high latitude
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location, ozone and temperature measurements were only
possible during the polar night period from November to
March. A DIAL system providing ozone density and
temperature profiles was installed in 1990 in Toronto,
Canada (43.7uN, 79.4uW)) by CRESTech and York University.
Raman channels were added in 1995. This system is similar to
the Eureka system mentioned above. Signals from three
altitude ranges are first merged to produce a single raw data
profile, as done for the temperature lidar at OHP and as
opposed to the other teams who first derive the ozone density
and then merge the 3 density profiles.20 The ozone profile is
computed from the single composite signal. Temperature
profiles are also derived from the 353 nm signals with a very
similar procedure to the other groups.
A lidar installed in Thule, Greenland (76.5uN, 68.7uW) by
the University of Rome, described by Marenco et al.,21
provides temperature using the second harmonic of a
Nd:YAG laser, similar to OHP. Measurements have been
carried out at this location since 1993, mostly during nighttimes but occasionally in daylight, and on a schedule depending
on weather conditions. This lidar was originally set up for
lower stratospheric aerosol measurements. The transmitter is
based on a two-stage Nd:YAG laser with a second harmonic
generator emitting at 532 nm, a repetition rate of 40 Hz, and an
energy of 300 mJ per pulse. The receiver includes a 0.8 m
diameter telescope. A rotating disk (chopper) protects the
photomultiplier from over loading due to intense signal from
the lowest levels.
Since the winter of 1993, a Rayleigh/Mie lidar has been in
operation at the ARCtic LIdar TEchnology (ARCLITE)
facility located at the National Science Foundation’s (NSF)
Sondrestrom upper atmospheric research site near the town of
Kangerlussuaq, Greenland (67.0N, 309.1E). This lidar system
is capable of night and day operations and was described by
Thayer et al.22 Recently (2002), the Sondrestrom ARCLITE
facility was designated as a primary instrument in the NDSC
Arctic Station. While the GSFC mobile system has not yet
visited this site, the temperature data derived there have been
intensively compared with several other sources as National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) fields,23 satellite
temperature profiles from NASA’s Cryogenic Limb Array
Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES) and Microwave Limb Sounder
(MLS) instruments onboard the Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite (UARS), Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement
satellite (POAM III), Japan’s Improved Limb Atmospheric
Spectrometer (ILAS) instruments and NASA’s Sounding of the
Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER)
instrument onboard the Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energetics and Dynamics spacecraft (TIMED).
Another polar lidar has been in operation at Ny-Ålesund,
Spitsbergen (78.9uN, 11.9uE) since 1988. It is a DIAL system
providing ozone density and temperature profiles. During
winter 1993–1994 this system was equipped with Raman
channels, and daylight channels were added in spring 1997 to
enable year-round operations. The Artic Lidar Observatory for
Middle Atmosphere Research (ALOMAR) described by
Thrane and van Zahn,24 was established in 1993, and is
located on the North-Norwegian island of Andoya (69.3uN,
16.0uE). The DIAL ozone lidar follows the standard design,
with a XeCl excimer laser as an emitter (308 nm), a hydrogenfiled Raman cell converting about 15% of the laser emission to
353 nm, and a 1 m Newtonian telescope as a receiver (Hoppe
et al.25). A Rayleigh-Mie-Raman lidar system emitting at the
3 wavelengths corresponding to the harmonics of the Nd:YAG
laser is also in operation at the same site.
There are several lidars operating in the Antarctic. At
Dumont D’Urville (DDU, 66.7uS, 140.0uE) the DIAL ozone
lidar should, in theory, be able to measure temperature profiles.
However, the signal return was too low for temperature
profiles to reach an altitude higher than 50–60 km and the

measurement frequency too small to catch the main dynamic
features. So it was decided not to archive them. A lidar
dedicated to aerosol and temperature measurements was
installed at McMurdo Station on Ross Island (78uS, 167uE)
during the 1990 spring by Gobbi et al.26 in support of a
balloon-borne campaign. Since the 1991 campaign, this system
has operated every winter to study the temperature variability
and polar stratospheric cloud occurrence (Adriani et al.27). The
basic design of this lidar system is similar to the other Italian
instrument operating at Thule.

3. Comparison campaigns with the GSFC mobile
lidar
The mobile lidar developed by GSFC has participated in a
number of inter-comparison campaigns at NDSC sites where
lidars are operated (Table 2). While the Table Mountain site in
California was chosen for the first comparisons, other primary
sites easy to access (such as Observatory of Haute-Provence,
Lauder and Hawaii) and where lidars are already running in a
routine mode for a long time, followed closely. Then the other
sites located at higher latitudes have been proposed. While the
mobile lidar cannot be considered as an absolute reference, the
comparisons have been found to be very helpful to better
understand the reliability of the lidars, and to reveal and aid in
mitigating various problems.
3.1 Ozone comparisons
A first lidar inter-comparison campaign between the fixed JPL
stratospheric lidar and the GSFC lidar was organized in
October–November 1988, by McDermid et al.28,29 The two
lidars used the same wavelength and so, to reduce the possible
interferences, both instruments were operated alternatively for
several hours each. While a global agreement of ¡5% was
obtained from 30 to 40 km, outside this altitude range, the
campaign revealed some instrumental problems associated
with algorithm errors and signal-induced-noise effects. A
second campaign called STOIC (STratospheric Ozone Intercomparison Campaign), which also represented the first formal
NDSC intercomparison30–32 following the established protocol, was organized during the following summer (July–August
1989). A ¡5% agreement region was obtained from 26 to 35 km
and some bias of up to 10–15% between the both lidars,
remains outside this height range. Other instruments measuring
ozone were used during this campaign including microwave
radiometers, ROCOZ rocket sondes, balloon ozonesondes, and
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) satellite
measurements. The comparison between the mobile lidar, the
JPL lidar, and the few coincident ozonesondes showed an
agreement of ¡2% from 18 to 36 km. Above this altitude, the
JPL lidar revealed a similar agreement with SAGE up to 42 km.
The next inter-comparison was organized at OHP in July–
August 1992. The conditions of these inter-comparisons
between the fixed CNRS lidar and the GSFC mobile were
difficult because this campaign just came after the eruption of
Mount Pinatubo and most of the stratosphere was strongly
affected by volcanic aerosol particles.9 A second comparison
campaign at OHP took place from 1–18 July 1997. Braathen
et al.33 have reported that two ozone lidars agreed very well in
the 30–40 km range (2%). In the 20 to 30 km range there was a
discrepancy of 5%. Below 20 km the difference varies between
¡7%, but this can be explained by the larger variability at this
height range together with the fact that the two instruments
could not measure at exactly the same time. Above 40 km the
differences increased rapidly. Comparison with ozonesondes gave
a better agreement with the CNRS lidar in the 20–30 km range.
Analysis of the blind OPAL (Ozone Profiler Assessment at
Lauder) comparison showed that the GSFC mobile lidar was in
quite good agreement with SAGE II from 20 to 40 km.34
J. Environ. Monit., 2004, 6, 721–733
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Conversely, large differences were observed with sondes and
the RIVM lidar (10%). Using information gleaned from the
blind intercomparison, the investigators were able to refine and
improve their analysis algorithms. For example, the pulse-pile
up effect (saturation) was reduced and signal-induced-noise
corrections were implemented in the RIVM analysis tool.
Microwave radiometer and ozonesonde results were also
improved. The GSFC team discovered an altitude shift of
187 m and corrected it. These changes resulted in a new
‘refined’ dataset for the intercomparison. The subsequent
reanalysis using the refined data revealed a better agreement
between the lidars of 5% from 20 to 45 km.35 Comparisons with
ozonesondes were also improved and a mean difference of 5%
was observed by Boyd et al.,36 but with a lot of structures that
differed up to 10%. Both lidars differed by 10% with the
microwave measurements. Above 45 km, the measurements do
not agree well but filtering and background effects in the lidar
analysis are suspected.
Subsequent to the OPAL Campaign, lidar results were
improved with better Rayleigh attenuation corrections and by
including the temperature dependence of the ozone absorption
cross-section in the analysis. Ozonesonde measurements were
also improved with respect to altitude shifts, and the solutions
in the electrochemical concentration cells (ECC) were modified.
A constant correction with altitude was applied to SAGE
results with the approval of SAGE team. The microwave
retrieval algorithm was improved further. A new intercomparison was done using 3 years of data obtained with
the different permanent instruments at Lauder, plus
SAGE. The RIVM lidar did not show any significant bias,
between 20 and 35 km, larger than 1.5 ¡ 2% compared to the
ozonesondes (75 pairs) and 2.5 ¡ 2.5% compared to SAGE (28
pairs). Below 20 km, the 4.96 version of SAGE data are
definitively biased as are the lidar above 45 km. Below 20 km
lidar and sondes still present significant differences of 9% with a
noise from 2–4%. Microwave results compare better with lidar
(140 pairs) but still show significant differences (4 ¡ 2%) above

45 km and confirm significantly that lidar is biased in this
region by 5 ¡ 5%.
The MLO3 campaign was carried out at the Mauna Loa
Observatory in August–September 1996 and studied by
McDermid et al.,37 and McPeters et al.38 Almost all the
instruments (Fig. 1) agreed to within ¡10%, and most agreed
within ¡5%. The two lidars, the microwave instrument, and
SAGE II agreed within ¡5% between 22 and 43 km, providing
strong evidence that the lidars and the microwave instrument
are making good accurate measurements in this range. The JPL
lidar, microwave instrument and SAGE II continue to agree
within 5% up to 50 km. The Goddard lidar, ozonesonde, and
SAGE II agree within 5% down to 18 km. The SAGE II
disagreement with the balloon profile below 18 km is due to
some known algorithm problems.
The GSFC lidar was compared with the permanent lidar of
the Alfred Wegner Institute (AWI) located at Ny-Ålesund,
Spitzbergen, during a campaign called NAOMI (Ny-Ålesund
Ozone Measurements Intercomparison, January–February
1998). In the 20 to 30 km altitude range, ¡2% agreement is
observed while a larger bias of 5–10% is observed by
Steinbrecht et al.39 above and below. Below 20 km, the
comparison of the AWI lidar and the co-located ECC sondes
show ¡2% agreement, suggesting a possible bias in the GSFC
profiles. However, between 30 and 40 km, the simultaneous
microwave measurement seems to suggest that AWI lidar is
affected by bias, probably associated with noise processing.
3.2 Temperature comparisons
During the first OHP inter-comparison (summer 1992),
temperature profiles deduced from the GSFC lidar and from
the fixed OHP lidar dedicated for temperature were compared
by Singh et al.40 Mean differences (Fig. 2), less than 1%, were
obtained from 35 to 75 km. Below 35 km larger bias (2%) was
observed due to the presence of aerosols; Raman channels were
only implemented on the GSFC system. Despite the agreement

Fig. 1 Percent deviation of the comparison average for several instruments measuring ozone profiles from a ‘‘consensus’’ reference (left). The
estimated percent error for each measurement (right) from McPeters et al.38 (Copyright 1999, Journal of Geophysical Research).
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Fig. 2 Mean statistical difference of 18 coincident temperature profiles obtained by two independent lidars operating at OHP (from Singh et al.40,
Copyright 1996, Journal of Geophysical Research).

is not so good for trend estimates compared to the theoretical
accuracy (va few tenths of a Kelvin), this first inter-comparison
was very promising. The second inter-comparison32 was carried
out in summer 1997 after the Rayleigh lidar system underwent a
major change to the counting system in September 1994. The
difference between the two lidars was within 1.5%, depending
on the altitude. Since the maximum differences were associated
with the maximum temperature gradients, this could suggest
that an altitude difference exists between the two systems.
However, 7 cases showed a constant 1.5% change according to
altitude. This may suggest an additional problem in initialization or background estimation on one of the systems superimposed on the possible altitude bias. A comparison41 of the
OHP lidar with a very similar Rayleigh lidar located 500 km
away and operating simultaneously reveals a mean difference
smaller than 1 K with variability equal to 2 K from 3 to 65 km.
Temperature comparisons made at TMF in the spring 1992
campaign showed differences less than 1 K at 40 km, increasing
up to 3 K at 50 km. The lidars were not operated simultaneously
and investigations using NCEP analyses revealed an important
role of atmospheric tides42 that should be taken into account. A
larger difference, as large as 5 K, that could not be attributed to
tides was noted at 30 km. However at that time there were a lot of
aerosols due to the Mount Pinatubo eruption.

altitude can be observed above 37 km of 10%. Most of the
DIAL lidars, deployed within the NDSC, have been compared
with SAGE II. Three zones can be identified. The best
agreement, of 5–10%, can be found between 25 and 40 km.
Outside this range larger mean differences are reported at all
sites, mainly due to the lidar methods. Also, in the lower
stratosphere SAGE II exhibits a larger uncertainty. In
addition, the spatio-temporal ozone variability is larger in
the lower stratosphere due to horizontal transport and because
the SAGE II-lidar coincidences are not perfect it may induce
larger discrepancies.
UARS also provided a good opportunity for evaluating
lidars since a number of them took part in the validation of the
ozone profiles derived by several experiments onboard the
satellite. Bruhl et al.46 have reported a bias of 5–10% in the 10–
20 hPa region (#25–30 km) and differences of ¡5% above in
the comparison of Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE)
ozone measurements with all the other correlative measurements. Most of the NDSC lidars (TMF, Hohenpeissenberg,

4. Inter-comparison with satellites
4.1 Ozone comparisons
SAGE II provided a very important tool for evaluating ozone
lidars and it was used extensively because of its availability over
a long time period. The TMF lidar, which was compared in
several successive studies,43,44 showed agreement within 6%
between 30 and 40 km with an increasing bias with altitude up
to 13% above 40 km. A typical lidar-SAGE difference vertical
profile can be found in Fig. 3. The good accuracy of the SAGE
II profile in the mid stratosphere range permits the use of these
global data to evaluate other ozone lidars that have not been
compared with the GSFC mobile instrument. Such was the case
for the NIES system operating at Tsukuba by Nakane et al.45
Comparisons with SAGE II were conducted and revealed
average mean differences smaller than 10% between 15 and
50 km. None of them were significant. Between 22 and 36 km
the mean difference is smaller than 2%. An increasing bias with

Fig. 3 Averages of the paired SAGE II Lauder ozone lidar between
March 96 to January 98 (from Brinskma et al.18, Copyright 2000,
Journal of Geophysical Research).
J. Environ. Monit., 2004, 6, 721–733
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GSFC) agreed within 10% between 20–2 hPa (#25–45 km).
DDU and OHP provided insufficient coincidences. Above
2 hPa (#45 km), the differences increase, reaching 15–25% at
1 hPa (#50 km). CLAES measurements were also compared
with GSFC and TMF by Baily et al.47 Ozone profiles agreed
within 10% except below 100 hPa (#15 km) for GSFC system,
where the mean differences increased up to 30%, and around
1 hPa (#50 km) with the TMF lidar where a bias of 25%
appeared. The overall comparison made by Froidevaux et al.48
between the TMF lidar and CLAES data between 10 and 2 hPa
(#25–30 km) were within 5%. MLS was only compared with
the TMF lidar and showed a similar agreement as CLAES.
Some comparisons were performed between the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) onboard the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-2) by Burrows et al.,49 and
the lidar located at Lauder, New Zealand. Mean differences
were within ¡10% from 10 to 45 km as reported by Meijer
et al.50 Such experiments can be used for long-term comparisons because instruments, using a very similar method, are
expected to be launched successively in the future. However,
the satellite product includes a priori information, and spectral
calibration can introduce significant bias. Also, strong biases
related to the Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) have been reported.
4.2 Temperature comparisons
Several lidars located at mid-latitude sites have been compared
by Wild et al.42 using NCEP data as a geographical transfer
reference. This study included the NDSC lidars at TMF and
OHP. At first glance the dispersion between the lidars appears
quite large, from 4 to 6 K. However, adjustments related to the
time of the day of the measurements reduce the dispersion to
4 K at 1 hPa (#50 km, where stratospheric tides are the
largest) with most of the measurements within less than
2 K. Comparisons with MLS/UARS (Fig. 4) report also large
differences around 1–2 hPa (#40–50 km). The geophysical
nature of such disagreement is obvious in Fig. 4, as the same
lidar have been compared with MLS at different locations (and
so different time of measurements with MLS) and gave
different bias. Comparisons of OHP lidar and NCEP analyses
have continued and confirm the impact of tides not only in data
comparisons but also in NCEP continuity. As well as SAGE,
NCEP analyses can provide a preliminary comparison for
temperature lidars. However, due to the problem of tides, it

cannot provide validation accuracy better than several Kelvin.
Temperatures retrieved by NIES during winter 1995–1996 were
compared with NCEP, with a rocket climatology over Ryori,
Japan, and with the CIRA model by Namboothiri et al.51 The
maximum deviation was up to 15 K. Comparisons with rockets
launched the same day showed differences less than 10 K, no
systematic differences, and most of the differences within
¡5 K.
The lidar data obtained in 1994 at La Reunion were also
compared with NCEP analyses. Mean differences of less than
2 K were obtained except near the stratopause where the mean
differences increased to 4 K. These differences were in good
agreement with other lidar comparisons mentioned previously41 and were probably related to tidal effects. At
10 hPa (#30 km), colder temperatures (4 K) were observed
by the lidar but were probably associated with the interfering
presence of aerosols.
Again, UARS provided many opportunities to compare
simultaneous temperature measurements from the ground and
space. TMF, OHP and the GSFC lidar (at Lauder in 1992 and
1994) were compared with HALOE by Hervig et al.52 While the
GSFC and the OHP comparisons show a similar bias in the
profiles with an alternating pattern of 5–10 K, the GSFC at
Lauder in 1994 showed a positive bias of 5 K, in agreement
with TMF comparisons. The time window used for data
selection was quite large and some tidal interference is therefore
expected. Comparisons of these three lidars with CLAES
performed by Gille et al.53 were conclusive and in good
agreement revealing a negative bias of 1–2 K around 5 hPa
(#38 km) and a positive bias at 1 hPa (#50 km) increasing up
to 3–4 K at 0.1 hPa (#80 km). The comparisons by Fishbein
et al.54 with MLS show a dispersion of 4 K. However, GSFC
and TMF on one side, and GSFC and OHP on the other,
agreed within 1 K during comparisons at the same sites and a
difference of 4 K between the two sites was probably due again
to atmospheric tides. The comparison of the OHP lidar and the
Improved Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (ISAMS)
temperature experiment revealed bias profiles of ¡2 K with the
same lidar data mentioned before. The selection of lidar
measurements55 where the integration period matched better
the ISAMS observation time reduces this bias to less than 0.5 K
from 5 to 0.2 hPa (#38–70 km) showing the importance of
temporal coincidence in the intercomparisons and reflecting the
influence of tides.

Fig. 4 Average differences between the closest MLS profile and the JPL lidar at TMF (plusses); the CNRS lidar at OHP (asterisks); the GSFC lidar
at GSFC (diamonds), at TMF (triangles), and at OHP (squares) from Fishbein et al.54 (Copyright 1996, Journal of Geophysical Research).
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5. Algorithm inter-comparisons
Some instrument-related effects such as aerosol interferences,
signal-induced-noise, and saturation of the data-acquisition
system can degrade the quality of the lidar measurements.
Several teams have addressed these problems and the expertise
gained has been shared within the NDSC Lidar Working
Group (LWG) and during inter-comparison exercises. Another
possible instrumental effect not yet addressed was the filtering
effects for ozone DIAL technique. All the teams involved in the
NDSC use various low-pass filters, with variable cut-off
frequencies with altitude, to account for the rapid decrease
in the signal-to-noise ratio in the high altitude range. An intercomparison of the ozone DIAL lidar algorithms based on
artificial signals was performed in 1996 (Fig. 5) within the
framework of the NDSC lidar-working group.56 The results of
the simulations showed that below 30 km all the retrieval
algorithms observed the correct behavior with biases of less
than 1%. Above this altitude the bias increased, especially
above 40 km where 10% biases were reported. This result
questions the ability of the DIAL technique to retrieve the
correct ozone profile at these altitudes. However, if the biases
are constant over time they might be irrelevant for trend
studies. This limit is due to the signal-to-noise ratio available.
This comparison was an important contribution because it
explained some differences observed in the upper stratosphere
during the previous comparisons between lidar itself or with
satellites.
The CNRS and GSFC algorithms used to retrieve temperature were compared using the same raw data file. This study
revealed differences smaller than the noise (v1.5 K) up to
70 km. Above this altitude the differences were larger and were
probably related to the difference in methods for estimating
and correcting for noise. Since then, the CNRS temperature
software was recoded. The underlying physics remained
unchanged but many functionalities were automated. At this
time, the JPL algorithm was also evaluated and improved. The
new CNRS version was tested and compared with the JPL
version;17 showing no bias below 70 km. The JPL and CNRS
temperature algorithms have been tested using an alternative
method that used artificial signals by Leblanc et al.17 It reveals
errors smaller than 1 K below 60 km and 5% around 80 km.
Noise mainly due to counting uncertainties is expected to be
smaller than 1 K below 60 km and around 5–20 K at 80 km
depending on the filtering effects and resolution. If Raman

Fig. 5

scattering is used, then the profile can be obtained downward
with a larger noise of several Kelvin. Investigation about the
temperature retrieval based on Nitrogen Raman signals have
been performed by Fadhuile et al.57 showing the importance of
estimating ozone and aerosol attenuations with simultaneous
ancillary measurements.

6. Discussion and conclusions
Many intercomparisons of ozone and temperature profiles
have been performed under the framework of the NDSC. Since
the instruments were designed independently, it offers a
good opportunity to evaluate the overall capability of such
instruments for atmospheric monitoring. While the use of a
mobile instrument travelling from one station to another is the
preferred method for comparisons, satellites can also provide a
good spatial transfer for a quasi-simultaneous comparison of
several lidars. This is particularly true for ozone in the mid and
upper stratosphere where the atmosphere is in photochemical
equilibrium. In the lower stratosphere the horizontal and
temporal variability is mainly driven by the transport and large
fluctuations can be observed for non-simultaneous and noncollocated comparisons. For temperature in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, tidal effects cause systematic changes
and can induce bias in the data comparisons when they are not
performed simultaneously. Also for temperature, summertime
is more appropriate for comparisons as the variability has a
strong seasonal component at mid and high latitudes.
Variability is smaller in the tropics and does not exhibit a
strong seasonal cycle. During winter, at high latitude the
permanent daylight restricts the use of lidars. Few systems have
been designed for daylight operations. In the lower stratosphere the presence of aerosols required the development of
more sophisticated methods to provide non-biased data for
both ozone and temperature. However, these techniques have
been developed more recently and the quality of the data
provided in this altitude range has been investigated less. The
comparisons conducted with the mobile lidar, as well as
algorithm inter-comparisons, allow improvements to individual systems by sharing the knowledge of the different groups
involved in the NDSC. While not all the instruments have
participated in intercomparison campaigns, conclusions can be
drawn from this review with respect to two important issues: (1)
the overall quality and homogeneity of the NDSC lidar

Comparison of 10 analysis ozone retrieval softwares within NDSC from Godin et al.56 (Copyright 1999, Applied Optics).
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measurements, and (2) the capabilities of lidars to monitor
long-term changes.
Through selection of the latest and/or best comparisons with
the mobile lidar, the overall capabilities of the NDSC lidars
have been determined (Table 3). For ozone, the standard
deviations of the individual differences are comparable to the
individual noise estimates. However, differences remain that
are never smaller than 2% and are often around 5% in the
altitude range from 25 to 35 km. These types of differences were
obtained for most of the sites where comparison campaigns
with the mobile system were performed. Also, the best
comparisons between lidars and SAGE II exhibit similar
agreements. Larger biases are often observed at the top of the
profile that are probably due to the effects of signal-induced
noise and the different numerical filters used in the ozone
analysis. In the lower stratosphere, filamentary structures, due
to horizontal motions, induce a large spatio-temporal variability that requires perfect coincidences or a large number of
individual comparisons.
For temperature, fewer comparison campaigns have been
performed under conditions where tides have not masked
instrumental differences. While the standard deviations of the
individual differences were close to the estimated noise, biases of
1 K are reported. Larger biases are reported below 30–35 km, due
to stratosphericaerosolsand around the top of the profile 75–85 km
probably due to initialization and noise extraction. The use of
satellite data is difficult for assessing temperature lidar measurements because tidal effects bias comparisons. To avoid such effects,
solar occultation experiments would be preferred. However the
number of coincidences would then be drastically reduced.

7. Recommendations and future plans
In conclusion, most of the lidars compared in the framework of
NDSC can be now considered as operational and the lidar
technique is quite mature for monitoring and satellite
validation. For satellite validations, the network can, in
principle, be considered as homogeneous within ¡2% between
20–35 km for ozone and ¡1 K between 35–60 km for
temperature. However, more efforts are required for temperature comparisons. The valid altitude range, for a nominal
accuracy associated to trend detection, is given below. In the
lower stratosphere, Raman channels seem to improve comparisons, but such capabilities were not systematically compared,
probably because they have been implemented only more
recently. For both ozone and temperature systems this issue
needs to be addressed. The top profiles need also to be
considered with caution as bias increases quickly with altitude.
For ozone, microwave spectrometers, already involved within
NDSC, are ideal candidates to extend above around 40 km,
ozone measurements. For temperature powerful systems are
required to push upward the initialization altitude, however
signal-induced-noise can in turn bias the measurements. Special
care is required. Tests and comparisons are likely to be
performed but instrumental design is probably the most crucial
part if covering the whole mesosphere is required.
Table 3 Errors (systematic and random) expected within ozone and
temperature lidar within the NDSC
Parameter

Altitude

Bias

Ozone

5–10% without Raman channels
5% with Raman channels
2%
5–10%
5–10 K without a Raman channel
Expected 1 K with a Raman
channel
35–65 km 1 K
75 km
5–10 K

v20 km
v20 km
20–35 km
w40 km
Temperature 30 km
30 km
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Variance
5%
5%
2%
5–10%
2K
4K
2K
5–10 K

For trend detection, better accuracy can be expected as the
bias in a single instrument can remain unchanged and therefore
the derived trends are significant despite possible systematic
differences with other instruments. However, temporal discontinuities of this order can be expected on decadal timescale
and need to be tracked by any means because they may induce
spurious trends larger than those expected; 5–10% per decade
for ozone, and several Kelvin per decade for temperature. Only
two sites were visited twice by the mobile lidar system.
Conditions of comparisons and instrumental improvements
performed on all the systems do not provide information about
the temporal stability. In principle, satellite experiments cannot
offer such temporal reference because of their lifetime or their
potential drift. This last decade, space measurements have been
tremendously improved. For ozone, SAGE II was a quite good
reference and served as a good horizontal geographical transfer
among the different lidar sites. Also, the long-term, continuous
nature of SAGE II results allowed such comparisons to be
made at many different times and locations. However, such
exercises were never synchronized and may involve different
retrieval versions of SAGE II or different periods that are not
truly comparable (drift or malfunctioning). In the future such
exercises may be planned, as it will allow every DIAL lidar to
be compared at the same time. GOMOS onboard ENVISAT
utilizes an auto-calibrated technique based on stellar occultations. This technique is very promising to ensure long term
monitoring. Despite the fact that the quality of the measurements
may differ depending on the star observed, it will provide a lot
more data than the solar occultation technique (potentially better
coincidences) and a quasi-constant time-of-day period for the
spatial measurements. Most of the NDSC ozone lidars are
involved in GOMOS validation58 and this will also offer a good
opportunity to evaluate simultaneously the different lidars,
despite the possible latitudinal bias or the start dependence.
Assimilation efforts will also help to ensure the lidar network
coherence and then will probably be considered as one of the best
future solutions for frequent quality checks. This will be tested
with the validation of experiments aboard ENVISAT. The use of
satellites permits comparisons to be made with all the stations
including those with difficult access such the Antarctic site.
For temperature, global measurements with GPS (Global
Positioning Systems) will probably provide accurate measurements. However it will not cover the upper stratosphere and
mesosphere. In this region tides cause some interferences that are
not easy to handle since the amplitudes of the tides are also subject
to strong variability.59 Satellite measurements based on solar
occultation will provide good references. However, few good
coincidences will be available at lower latitudes and comparisons
of results will not be sufficiently accurate compared to the
dynamical variability of the temperature at different timescales.
Comparisons taking into account tides are not straightforward
because tidal characteristics are not well known or measured. The
attempts using some tidal climatology made in previous
studies41,54 show some improvements but do not guarantee
good representation of tides. Also, tide amplitudes can be
modified in a complex manner59 related to changes in several
atmospheric parameters (ozone content, water vapour content,
temperature, wind) preventing the use of tide climatologies.
Since the temperature assimilation is a more difficult task, up
to now, collocated intercomparison lidar campaigns and
analysis methods are still needed in the near future. A special
emphasis on the top part is required. Up to now, such
campaigns, focused on temperature, were not sufficient to have
a good view of the homogeneity of the network for the
temperature. This is probably one of the main priorities in the
next decade. Also, specific efforts on quality data evaluation
obtained in the lower stratosphere domain need to be planned.
To be useful as a whole every lidar needs to be compared
with a common reference in order to check if all their data
quality fit the standard requirements that are expected from
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this study (Table 3). Also global validation plans need to be
known to let every team, even outside the NDSC, to benefit the
leadership provided by the network that could provide
guidelines. The validation is proving difficult because differences can come both from the design and the analysis
software. A common code will probably permit the raising of
this issue and, at the same time, permit every team to reach the
same degree of accuracy. About the design, this goal is virtually
impossible to be predicted as lidar systems are sophisticated
instruments that are often assembled through different phases.
Also if the main body of the analysis is very similar within all
the teams involved, the lidar technology itself is still improving.
The analysis is not independent of the instrument itself and so
is unique. However, one suggestion that can be made is the use
of common software for all the analyses performed after signal
corrections. This part of the analysis is not supposed to change
much during the next decades. Then the design investigations
can be shared to keep a certain degree of homogeneity in
the network. However, this is not always easy to ensure as it
strongly depends upon important resources.
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